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Kisaragi, Mizu

1)

Mizu is a Yamataian power armor pilot played by Kestral, serving in the Star Army of Yamatai. Her orders
thread can be found Orders

Kisaragi, Mizu

Species Yamataian
Gender Female

Age Twenty-Nine
Zodiac Sign Cancer
Organization Star Army of Yamatai

Rank  Nitô Hei
Occupation Power Armor Pilot

Current Placement FormerlyAries Star Fortress
Measurements

Weight: 100 lbs, or 45 kg
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Kisaragi, Mizu
Height: 5’ 2”, or 158 cm
Chest: 32”, or 81 cm
Waist: 23”, or 58 cm
Hips: 32”, or 81 cm
Bra: 32C

Physical Description

Mizu appears rather slender and lean, paired with mid-spinal length, forest green hair as well as deep
violet eyes which covet her personality. Her skin is slightly sunkissed, with a delicate appearance to it.
Upon physical contact however, her well toned muscles can be felt for an instant, as she tenses due to
uneasiness with such sudden contact before easing back to a soft, almost plush texture. Her facial
expression seems very soft, with a small cute nose and delicate, soft looking lips to match.

When not on duty, Mizu tends to dress mainly in baggy-like clothing as a uniform can be tight, form-
fitting and at times uncomfortable. Usually with clothing lines that match her unique personality. Her
expressions do not change often, so as such, many may view her as having no form of facial emotion to
her, almost as if giving her the false assumption that she is cold and calculative. However, this is quickly
put to rest once she is addressed. She may seem cold to those around her before warming up to them,
but this does not seem the issue when on duty as it is required for her to not have personal issues with
other ranking officials.

Mizu is often seen with bounts of jewelery as well as other such trinkets and accessories.

Psychological Characteristics

Fairly easy-going, this adolescent girl appears to be extremely cold and cut-off from the rest of the world
as per initial perception, such assumptions are put to rest with a warm welcome and caring smile.
Through family values, Mizu has learned that through maintaining a clear mind and open heart; one can
achieve anything.

When angered, Mizu can have moments of strife, straining to keep from physical confrontations. These
moments do not last long, however, and are not much of a worry to others. When sad and / or depressed,
Mizu finds it hard to turn to anyone who isn't of blood relation. This helps her practice dependency of
herself even more when not on away leave, where she cannot be in the presence of family or relatives.

Theme Song: White Rabbit - Jefferson Airplane, Live and Die - XAI

Behavioral Quirks

* Likes receiving pedicures and manicures within a four week period, to maintain proper hygiene.
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* Is known for her unhealthy obsession with anything 'caffeine' related.

Likes and Dislikes

Likes

Chocolate, Pretzel sticks, Video Games, Anime, Power Armor's, Fashion, music of all varieties, boys,
praise, bathing.

Dislikes

Grapes, jerks, People touching Power Armor's assigned to her, Cleaning, Know-it-all's, Alcoholic
beverages, The color blue.

Goals

Become an ace pilot.

Quotes

Biography

History

Pre-RP

Mizu comes from a long line of family that has suffered from the wars that have passed as well as the
ongoing war in the present. As such, to help bring about an era where the future of the Kisaragi can live
in peace, as all Yamataian's may as well, many of the Kisaragi lineage offer services to the Star Army in
any such forms as they can. Mizu's Family is fairly modest, home life is that of much labor.

In her growing years, she would prepare food with her Mother, as well as learn specific ceremonies and
practices. Etiquette was a basic essential that has been passed down through each generation. The
ability to host guests in a proper and polite manner brought about great honor to the household and
Family name, which was the greatest of all gifts among the people.

Mizu, although maintaining home life, was able to balance out with a social and academic life after the
age of nine when she no longer received homeschooling and was registered with a public school.
Through academics, Mizu met many akin to her and became friends with quite a few. School was nothing
like that at home, leaving her some freedom as it were, to grow in her own direction. She became more
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aware of the war and its affects on the people. Mizu and some of her friends soon transferred to another
school, as the present school did not offer the required 'skills' they were going to need.

This sudden change in direction was as no surprise to her Family. As they did not agree with what she
was doing, she was her own person now and was able to therefore make her own decisions. At times,
they would try to sway her decision, but each time Mizu would answer the same. After such, her parents
supported her and helped her with anything she needed. Her happiness meant their happiness.

After her graduation, she took up piloting and her progress in Power Armors was astonishing to say the
least. She took this opportunity to sign up with Star Army, her parents backing her with moral support.

RP

After getting accepted into the Star Army of Yamatai and being assigned to the YSS Senbu, Mizu meets
with the exuberant Shizuka Endo, Shosa of the Senbu. Mizu is then briefed upon departure of their first
mission to aid and repair the YSS Takemitsu, when another ship approaches and deploys some units
upon the ships. Mizu is ready for the mission, almost anticipating it when the communications officer
gives the order to get to the Power Armor Launch Bay and prep for battle.

Deploying into battle, Mizu lasts a fair bit into combat but is rendered unconscious by one of the
unknown enemy units. When she awakens, she is within the Senbu's Sickbay. Released due to no major
crippling ailments, Mizu heads to the debriefing room, in the Main briefing amphitheater on Deck 14.
From Deck 12 that wasn't an issue, in the turbo lift however.. Mizu is accompanied by a Nekovalkyrja by
the name of Hayashi Nyoko. The two of them become friends fast, although Nyoko seems a bit shy at
first.

Mizu, accompanied with Nyoko, head to be debriefed together with the rest of the crew as well as some
crew from the YSS Takemitsu ship being repaired. Mizu is called up to be awarded and promoted a rank.
Though it was fast, her promotion hasn't yet affected her quite yet psychologically as she is focused on
her duties, personal life and her new found friend.. Nyoko. After debriefing, Mizu spends the rest of the
day with Nyoko as everyone involved with the mission got the rest of the day off to relax.

The following day, Mizu had lazed around her room, slaving over her sketchbook to create some
character drafts for a manga she was putting together. Having lost track of time, Mizu found that she was
late for the meal and placed her manga aside and left for the Mess area. When she arrived, she had
grabbed a tray of the food that was being served and found company next to Nyoko, her friend. The two
chatted for some time until Kuriko, one of the recently transferred Caretakers from the YSS Takemitsu
waved to them and joined them with her meal as well. The three continued discussing the days events
before finishing their respective meal. Nyoko had decided to stay in the Mess and read her book some
more, Kuriko had something of her own to do, which left Mizu with her plans to head to the hangar and
make some adjustments and prep work to the Mindy she was using during the mission. But as she got
down to the Power Armor Launch Bay, she was stopped by one of the Shoi overseeing a refit to the
interior.

She had been informed that as a member of The Pride Wing, she would be assigned a new unit of her
own, and be given special treatment under the care of the Shosa, Shizuka Endo. Mizu was excited, as she
went over the requirements and regulations of her new station and what its job entailed. Her Mindy,
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which was slightly more then special than a normal one, was giving her a hard time as far as coming up
with a name was but it wasn't long before she decided on one. Mizu called her Mindy: Morality, but not
long after her succession in choosing a befitting codename was she greeted by Kuriko and then by
Nyoko. Mizu was happy to find out the the two of them were also assigned their own respective Mindy's
and they were given instructions to suit up for a training mission.

The training didn't seem long, it was possibly about ten minutes.. maybe less then that. It seemed more
like a combat evaluation test more then anything, and as such was a blow to Mizu's ego when she failed
with her squad members, Kuriko and Nyoko. Although Mizu didn't fair well in the simulation, she
reassured her friends that they would pull through and push forward. Ever striving for self improvement,
Mizu was looking forward to the next training date, although her expression may have given off
otherwise.

The following morning, Mizu was to proceed to the Power Armor bay with the rest of the Pride Wing
members to receive ample training for future battles as previous testing proved disastrous. Upon arrival
into the bay, Mizu was approached by Kuriko who at the time had been having trouble understanding the
specifications for her Mindy. The two started conversation over their training officer, Akira was his name.
In the midst of their conversation however, orders were issued to suit up into the Mindy's and deploy for
a mission involving a search and rescue from what seemed to be downed transport ships in the direction
of the Pirates the Senbu had been pursuing since the last encounter.

Mizu suited up into her Mindy and deployed with her team and proceeded on with the mission at hand.
The mission started out fairly well, as any other would have, with the exception of real-time experience.
Of course, Mizu had experience. Simulation experience, that is. She had been a stranger, somewhat.. to
the concept of raw, battle experiences. With this conclusion in mind, Mizu still attempted her very best,
but ultimately she couldn't satisfy the expectations of her superiors for the battle that took place. Mizu
was among those that fell in battle against the Pirate fleet.

When Mizu came around to consciousness, she found that she was recovered from the vacuum of space
and slowly had the finishing touches put on her body to be fully healed and functional. When she was
released from Sickbay, she made her way immediately to her quarters. Not long after that, all members
of the Pride Wing were called to another training exercise within the simulator

(Mission details pending)

At the end of her time, Mizu was dropped off at the ARIES Star base where she signed up with the
Security detail. Mizu remained there for the course of three months, going about her duties in a sufficient
manner. Nearing the close of the third month, Mizu was given orders to deploy against 'New' enemies of
the Empire. During the battle, her comrades became rattled and disoriented, most getting divided off
while others went MIA or were KIA. Eventually, Mizu sustained too much damage, floating unconscious
inside her Power Armor. Her life signs were picked up by friendly Yamataian ship in the ARIES Defense
efforts, her Power Armor along with her body being retrieved for recuperation and repair.

Service Record
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Santô Hei

 * Combat Arms, YSS Senbu NR-X1-10 (Ye: 30 - Current)

Nitô Hei

 * Combat Arms, YSS Senbu NR-X1-10 (Ye: 30 - Current)

Service Awards

 1x Service Award, For participation in the completion of the YSS Senbu's mission to repair and
secure the YSS Takemitsu.

Inventory

Personal possessions

KS Card

Accessory Items

Personal Accessory items here.
Make-up

Personal make-up kit
Several different colored nail polishes and nail accessories

Standard Issue Items

Star Army Uniforms

1 Rank Pin, Nitô Hei
1 Rank Pin, Santô Hei
3 Star Army Female Dress Uniform, with midnight blue panels
2 cotton undershirt, black
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray

2 holster for Type 30 NSP
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Weather Gear

1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border
1 black overcoat, empire waist

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

1 yukata, white, with Star Army of Yamatai Hinomaru logo print
1 black sash for yukata
2 black bikini swimsuit bottom with Star Army of Yamatai logo on left leg
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast
1 pair black sandals
4 black cotton bras
4 additional black sport bras/swimsuit top
4 black cotton panties
4 pair of black boot Socks

Miscellaneous Items

Type 30 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines

Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top
Personal Hygiene Items
Star Army Communicator, Type 29 and charger
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard

Black sheath with loop and clips for belt attachment
Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top
Personal Hygiene Items

1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white

Finances

Mizu is a paid soldier serving the Star Army of Yamatai. She recieves 50 KS a week as a Santo Hei

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Money
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OOC Notes/Comments:

1)

Recovering: Under Construction. 11 year gap.
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